[Descriptive study of a serie of patients affected by progressive supranuclear palsy].
Progressive supranuclear palsy is a neurodegenerative disorder affecting diverse neurologic systems. The actual treatment response is poor in most patients. review of a long series of patients affected by PSP in several aspects. A series of patients was reviewed by means of the register questionnaire of PSP in Spain (from PSP Disabling Rating Scale and Staging System). This is carried out on the patients when the diagnostic is done. It was achieved a descriptive of the patients, in several aspects, and an evaluation of the treatment in relation to the dose and the duration. In general, the age of diagnostic is 66 years, there is not neurological illness in the family, falls and disorders of gait are the most representative parameters. The neuroimage shows fronto temporal atrophy. The treatment response is poor, despite the dose and the duration. Our series confirms the typical dates of the illness an the poor response to treatment with L Dopa.